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Each ArtCAM product comes with our extensive 3D relief library
containing over 600+ 3D relief models that you can use in your

projects for free. Relief models can be used to create flat sheet metal
products, as well as to produce three-dimensional models and blanks
from them, for example, for casting. All 3D terrain models have high

quality 2D rendering in high resolution. 3D relief models are available
for download on our website. Also, if you have a 3D model created in

other CAD systems, you can convert it to ArtCAM 3D relief models and
use it to create 3D products.
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file I have a program
that saves data to a
XML file. This is fine.
However, I want to

save the Date in the
XML file too, but it is
converted to a String
which is a pain. I tried

creating a function
that converts the Date
to a String which is a
pain because then I
have to convert the

String to Date to save
the Date back into the
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file, but this is also a
pain. Is there a way
that I can save the

Date into the file and
use the Date class to
convert it back to a
Date? A: In general,
you should not store
DateTime in XML in a

standalone
application. You will
not have predictable

results to convert
back/forth without a

library that wraps into
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the time conversions
to or from Date/Time

for you. Often this
means you can store

your date/time as long
as you can guarantee

your app will be
running as the same

timezone as the
original system that

loaded or created the
data you are reading.
It is acceptable if your
app can't guarantee
this, and your data is
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stored in UTC then
that is fine to store.

But it is usually better
to convert to a system
associated DateTime
and convert it back to
UTC when you read

the XML. A
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